OVERVIEW

Nine courses + three units of Independent Study (599)

A student must maintain a 3.0 overall GPA or will enter probation

A study plan must be completed

Four comps (581, 582, 584 and either 587 or 586) are taken at the completion of the program. At least 3 comps must be taken.
(Sample form)

MATH 599 are Independent Projects and can be “banked.”

RECOMMENDED PLAN

Fall 1: MATH 587 + MATH 580

Spring 1: MATH 582 + ELECTIVE

Summer 1: MATH 581 + 3 UNITS OF 599

Fall 2: MATH 586 + ELECTIVE

Three comps are scheduled for January (in spring 2)

Spring 2: MATH 584 + ELECTIVE

Fourth comp is taken together with final of last class.